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C. S. Lewis
2009

a collection of critical essays on c s lewis s work

The C. S. Lewis Collection: Complete Works
2019-05-30

the complete c s lewis collection from one of the intellectual giants of the twentieth century and arguably
one of the most influential writers of his day includes signature classics and other major works mere
christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain miracles a grief observed the
abolition of man the four loves reflections on the psalms surprised by joy letters to malcolm chiefly on
prayer george macdonald essays and speeches the weight of glory god in the dock christian reflections
on stories present concerns the world s last night the chronicles of narnia the magician s nephew the lion
the witch and the wardrobe the horse and his boy prince caspian the voyage of the dawn treader the
silver chair the last battle stories and poems the pilgrim s regress out of the silent planet perelandra that
hideous strength the dark tower till we have faces poems narrative poems spirits in bondage academic
works an experiment in criticism the allegory of love the discarded image studies in words image and
imagination studies in medieval and renaissance literature selected literary essays the personal heresy
biographical works all my road before me letters to an american lady letters of c s lewis the collected
letters of c s lewis volume i the collected letters of c s lewis volume ii the collected letters of c s lewis
volume iii readers and devotionals of other worlds a mind awake the business of heaven a year with
aslan a year with c s lewis yours jack words to live by

The Complete C. S. Lewis Signature Classics
2007-02-06

seven spiritual masterworks by c s lewis this classic collection includes c s lewis s most important
spiritual works mere christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain miracles a
grief observed the abolition of man

The Literary Legacy of C. S. Lewis
1979

a critical study analyzing the works and the influences on the literary career of c s lewis

The Collected Works of C.S. Lewis
1996

contains three complete works of c s lewis

C. S. Lewis -- A Life
2013-02-18

ecpa 2014 christian book award winner non fiction fifty years after his death c s lewis continues to inspire
and fascinate millions his legacy remains varied and vast he was a towering intellectual figure a popular
fiction author who inspired a global movie franchise around the world of narnia and an atheist turned
christian thinker in c s lewis a life alister mcgrath prolific author and respected professor at king s college
of london paints a definitive portrait of the life of c s lewis after thoroughly examining recently published
lewis correspondence alister challenges some of the previously held beliefs about the exact timing of
lewis s shift from atheism to theism and then to christianity he paints a portrait of an eccentric thinker
who became an inspiring though reluctant prophet for our times you won t want to miss this fascinating
portrait of a creative genius who inspired generations
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A Year with C. S. Lewis
2009-03-17

the classic a year with c s lewis is an intimate day to day companion by c s lewis the most important
christian writer of the 20th century the daily meditations have been culled from lewis celebrated
signature classics mere christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain miracles
and a grief observed as well as from the distinguished works the weight of glory and the abolition of man
ruminating on such themes as the nature of love the existence of miracles overcoming a devastating loss
and discovering a profound christian faith a year with c s lewis offers unflinchingly honest insight for each
day of the year

C.S. Lewis
2007

examines the life and works of the british author and scholar best known for his creation of the chronicles
of narnia series

The Theology of C. S. Lewis - 12 Books Collection
2023-12-08

this carefully crafted ebook the theology of c s lewis 12 books collection the pilgrim s regress mere
christianity the screwtape letters the problem of pain reflections on the psalms the four loves miracles
and more is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents clive staples lewis
1898 1963 was a british novelist poet academic medievalist literary critic lay theologian lecturer and
christian apologist his first novel after becoming a christian was the pilgrim s regress which depicted his
experience with christianity lewis wrote several works on heaven and hell one of these the great divorce
is a short novella in which a few residents of hell take a bus ride to heaven where they are met by people
who dwell there another short work the screwtape letters consists of suave letters of advice from senior
demon screwtape to his nephew wormwood on the best ways to tempt a particular human and secure his
damnation lewis is also regarded by many as one of the most influential christian apologists of his time
mere christianity was voted best book of the twentieth century by christianity today in 2000 lewis was
very interested in presenting a reasonable case for christianity mere christianity the problem of pain and
miracles were all concerned to one degree or another with refuting popular objections to christianity such
as the question how could a good god allow pain to exist in the world lewis also wrote an autobiography
surprised by joy which places special emphasis on his own conversion table of contents novels the
pilgrim s regress the screwtape letters screwtape proposes a toast the great divorce short stories
screwtape proposes a toast ministering angels religious studies the problem of pain miracles mere
christianity reflections on the psalms the four loves letters to malcolm chiefly on prayer essays
transpositions and other addresses

Conversations with C. S. Lewis
2008-03-27

c s lewis died in 1963 but i met him last week robert velarde tells of an imaginative journey in which the
literature professor mysteriously appears in thomas clerk s hospital room call me jack the writer says as
he invites clerk to step into a wardrobe from there the two embark on a remarkable journey through
lewis s life they experience pivotal events from lewis s childhood and meet many of his real and
imaginary friends they visit the kilns with his brother warnie and spend time in oxford with fellow writers
and inklings j r r tolkien and charles williams they also sit with lewis s dying wife joy davidman and they
even enter the world of narnia along the way lewis challenges clerk s thinking about the existence of god
the truth of christianity the problem of pain and suffering the nature of love and much more are human
beings a cosmic accident can we have morality without god was jesus just a guru can we really believe in
heaven and hell tom and jack discuss these and many other questions and they invite you to eavesdrop
on their conversations prepare yourself for some of the most invigorating discussions you may ever
experience this side of heaven
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Branches to Heaven
2015-12-30

of edmund spenser c s lewis wrote his work is one like a growing thing a tree with branches to heaven
and roots to hell and in between these two extremes comes all the multiplicity of human life this book
seeks to demonstrate the aptness of that quotation when applied to lewis himself from his deepest
emotional and psychological landscape to his prevailing temperament and then to his training lewis
marshaled his magnificent rhetorical skills on behalf of his vocation to make christianity a reasonable and
inviting alternative to doubters in this and through the many genres of which he was a master he never
wavered these are the branches the available means of persuasion as aristotle put it sources influences
experience and his very self these are the roots a close look at these with a combination of argument
critical analysis and some fresh connections finally yield an unexpected portrait c s lewis and his work
are indeed one with deeper roots and loftier branches than the current reputation of the master and his
avuncular persona suggest

The Spiritual Legacy of C.S. Lewis
2001

a literary and biographical account of the man and the children s book series he is known for best

The Collected Religious Works of C. S. Lewis
2022-11-13

clive staples lewis 1898 1963 was a british novelist poet academic medievalist literary critic lay
theologian lecturer and christian apologist his first novel after becoming a christian was the pilgrim s
regress which depicted his experience with christianity lewis wrote several works on heaven and hell one
of these the great divorce is a short novella in which a few residents of hell take a bus ride to heaven
where they are met by people who dwell there another short work the screwtape letters consists of suave
letters of advice from senior demon screwtape to his nephew wormwood on the best ways to tempt a
particular human and secure his damnation lewis is also regarded by many as one of the most influential
christian apologists of his time mere christianity was voted best book of the twentieth century by
christianity today in 2000 lewis was very interested in presenting a reasonable case for christianity mere
christianity the problem of pain and miracles were all concerned to one degree or another with refuting
popular objections to christianity such as the question how could a good god allow pain to exist in the
world lewis also wrote an autobiography surprised by joy which places special emphasis on his own
conversion table of contents novels the pilgrim s regress the screwtape letters screwtape proposes a
toast the great divorce short stories screwtape proposes a toast ministering angels religious studies the
problem of pain miracles mere christianity reflections on the psalms the four loves letters to malcolm
chiefly on prayer essays transpositions and other addresses

The Christian World of C. S. Lewis
1995-06

this study provides a perceptive and illuminating guide to c s lewis s writings kilby examines lewis s
christian works one by one compares them with each other and with books by other authors and
elucidates the themes that recur throughout the main body of lewis s writings

C.S. Lewis and Human Suffering
2008

this book seeks to explore c s lewis s understanding of the why of human suffering

C.S. Lewis Index
1995

as far as lewis s own works are concerned this is the most important book to be published since he died
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walter hooper literary advisor to the estate of c s lewis whether one is trying for the first time to find out
what my stepfather wrote about a particular topic or whether one is having difficulty remembering the
exact place of a passage read previously the c s lewis index will prove invaluable douglas gresham
author of lenten lands my childhood with joy davidman and c s lewis a true boon to all who would mine
the motherlode of lewis s writings goffar s index is a reliable and well researched guide to real treasure
dr j stanley mattson founder and president of the c s lewis foundation a wonderful book it is and will be
invaluable for every serious student of lewis george sayer author of jack a life of c s lewis janine goffar s
index to lewis s theological works is one of the most useful books that has ever appeared on lewis dr
thomas howard professor of english at st john s college author of c s lewis man of letters a monumental
achievement and major contribution to lewis studies christopher w mitchell director of the marion e wade
center at wheaton college goffar s work is a masterpiece of economy part of her gift to us is her talent for
selecting just the right phrase giving us just enough to let us know we ve found the right quote or idea
sending us on to the original and allowing space for more entries this is a work much needed and long
overdue wayne martindale associate professor of english at wheaton college whether one is hunting for a
particular quotation or sampling lewis s thoughts on a given subject this resource may quickly become
one of the most well thumbed on the bookshelf christianity today a necessary aid making all of lewis s
thought accessible categorically i highly recommend it jerry root co editor of the quotable lewis not only
a useful indeed a necessary addition to our efforts to apprehend c s lewis but a noble one i shall visit this
index continually dr james como editor of csl the bulletin of the new york c s lewis society and author of c
s lewis at the breakfast table what began as janine goffar s years long personal project in hand written
notebooks has grown to this comprehensive much endorsed volume for all lewis scholars and fans she is
an active member of the southern california c s lewis society

Essential C. S. Lewis
1996

provides three complete works and selections from lewis s autobiography adult fiction religious and
philosophical writings criticism poetry and letters

Letters of C. S. Lewis
1975

an important revision and expansion of the earlier collection of lewis s letters entries from lewis s diary
are included as is warnie lewis s memoir of his brother s life edited by walter hooper and w h lewis
introduction by hooper index

Reading C.S. Lewis
2015-10-30

from the unbending belief in invisible powers that animates till we have faces to the depiction of aslan s
sacrifice and resurrection in the lion the witch and the wardrobe c s lewis s writing has sparked intense
debate about the presence and function of religion in his works today a reader s opinion of lewis is more
often than not based on his or her perspectives on religion in reading c s lewis wesley a kort examines
lewis s work as a whole investigating why and at what points lewis turns to religion and particularly to
christianity in order to advance his arguments kort moves through more than a dozen of lewis s major
books providing a useful guide to their various elements while connecting readers to the literary contexts
that influenced the works and lewis himself reading c s lewis examines the standing of lewis s work how
best to approach the books and the misunderstandings that lead to mistaken readings the commentaries
also function as free standing essays that can be read individually and in any order reading c s lewis a
commentary sets a new standard for c s lewis studies a comprehensive examination of the major lewis
texts this volume is a captivating look into the author s work from a refreshingly undogmatic point of
view

The Complete Works of C. S. Lewis
2016-05-01

this carefully crafted ebook the complete works of c s lewis is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents novels the chronicles of narnia the lion the witch and the
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wardrobe prince caspian the voyage of the dawn treader the silver chair the horse and his boy the
magician s nephew the last battle space trilogy out of the silent planet perelandra that hideous strength
the screwtape letters the pilgrim s regress the great divorce till we have faces short stories screwtape
proposes a toast ministering angels religious studies the allegory of love the problem of pain a preface to
paradise lost the abolition of man miracles mere christianity reflections on the psalms the four loves an
experiment in criticism a grief observed letters to malcolm chiefly on prayer poetry spirits in bondage a
cycle of lyrics autobiography surprised by joy the shape of my early life speeches transposition the
weight of glory membership learning in war time the inner ring de descriptione temporum the literary
impact of the authorised version hamlet the prince or the poem kipling s world sir walter scott lilies that
fester psycho analysis and literary criticism the inner ring is theology poetry transposition on obstinacy in
belief the weight of glory clive staples lewis 1898 1963 was a british novelist poet academic medievalist
literary critic essayist lay theologian broadcaster lecturer and christian apologist he is best known for his
fictional work especially the chronicles of narnia the screwtape letters and the space trilogy and for his
non fiction christian apologetics such as mere christianity miracles and the problem of pain

C.S. Lewis, Writer, Dreamer, and Mentor
1998

this new study by lionel adey is unique in its attempt to trace the development of c s lewis as a maker
and reader of books adey shows how the two sides of lewis s personality dreamer and mentor affected
his writing in its various modes l

The A-Z of C. S. Lewis
2013-10-18

c s lewis is widely known worldwide but often enthusiasts are only aware of one part of his work his
children s stories perhaps but not his science fiction or his literary criticism his popular theology but not
his work for the bbc during the second world war this volume brings together all aspects of c s lewis s life
and thought arranged in alphabetical order it goes from the abolition of man a book lewis wrote in 1943
and described as almost my favourite to wormwood a character in the screwtape letters this book will
delight anyone who is interested in c s lewis and wants to learn more about him his thought his works
and his life

The Longing for a Form
2008-06-02

c s lewis s extremely popular works of fiction have been widely discussed in terms of the ideas and
religious themes they express and defend but less often in terms of their purely literary qualities
ironically lewis himself a noted literary critic would have objected to any such one sided analysis of his
works to concentrate exclusively or even primarily on the content of a work without a consideration of its
form and style was in his view a seriously unbalanced method of criticism the longing for a form corrects
this critical imbalance by supplying a theoretical background and detailed close readings for a better
understanding and appreciation of lewis s fiction as works of art following three general studies a section
of the book is devoted to each to lewis s major efforts in fiction the ransom trilogy the chronicles of
narnia and till we have faces considering the distinctive literary features of each group and individual
books within the group running through the book is an emphasis on form as literary kind and as structure
and a recurrent attention to three themes of particular importance in lewis as a writer of fiction
objectivism longing and the literary artist as creator individually the essays supply fresh insights into the
style and meaning of specific works by lewis as a group they illustrate a depth technical skill and unity of
thought and theme which have not previously been accorded lewis as an artist in fiction

C. S. Lewis: A Very Short Introduction
2019-01-17

beloved by children and adults worldwide the writings of c s lewis have a broad and enduring appeal
although he is best known for the iconic chronicles of narnia series c s lewis was actually a man of many
literary parts already well known as a scholar in the thirties he became a famous broadcaster during
world war two and wrote in many genres including satire the screwtape letters science fiction perelandra
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a novel till we have faces and many other books on christian belief such as mere christianity and
miracles his few sermons remain touchstones of their type in addition to these lewis wrote hundreds of
poems and articles on social and cultural issues many books and articles in his field of literary criticism
and history and thousands of letters at oxford university he became a charismatic lecturer and
conversationalist taken together his writings have engaged and influenced often very deeply millions of
readers now lewis societies television documentaries movies radio plays and theatrical treatments of his
work and life have become common and he is frequently quoted by journalists critics and public thinkers
this very short introduciton delves into the vast corpus of c s lewis work discussing its core themes and
lasting appeal as james como shows c s lewis life is just as interesting as his work a complex man he
came to his knowledge beliefs and wisdom only after much tortuous soul searching and many painful
events moving chronologically through lewis life como provides throughout a picture of the whole man
his work and his enduring legacy about the series the very short introductions series from oxford
university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective
new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable

The Collected Letters of C.S. Lewis, Volume 2
2009-07-14

c s lewis was a prolific letter writer and his personal correspondence reveals much of his private life
reflections friendships and the progress of his thought this second of a three volume collection contains
the letters lewis wrote after his conversion to christianity as he began a lifetime of serious writing lewis
corresponded with many of the twentieth century s major literary figures including j r r tolkien and
dorothy sayers here we encounter a surge of letters in response to a new audience of laypeople who
wrote to him after the great success of his bbc radio broadcasts during world war ii talks that would
ultimately become his masterwork mere christianity volume ii begins with c s lewis writing his first major
work of literary history the allegory of love which established him as a scholar with imaginative power
these letters trace his creative journey and recount his new circle of friends the inklings who meet
regularly to share their writing tolkien reads aloud chapters of his unfinished the lord of the rings while
lewis shares portions of his first novel out of the silent planet lewis s weekly letters to his brother warnie
away serving in the army during world war ii lead him to begin writing his first spiritual work the problem
of pain after the serialization of the screwtape letters the director of religious broadcasting at the bbc
approached lewis and the mere christianity talks were born with his new broadcasting career lewis was
inundated with letters from all over the world his faithful thoughtful responses to numerous questions
reveal the clarity and wisdom of his theological and intellectual beliefs volume ii includes lewis s
correspondence with great writers such as owen barfield arthur c clarke sheldon vanauken and dom bede
griffiths the letters address many of lewis s interests theology literary criticism poetry fantasy and
children s stories as well as reveal his relation ships with close friends and family but what is apparent
throughout this volume is how this quiet bachelor professor in england touched the lives of many through
an amazing discipline of personal correspondence walter hooper s insightful notes and compre hensive
biographical appendix of the correspon dents make this an irreplaceable reference for those curious
about the life and work of one of the most creative minds of the modern era

Why Lewis?
2021-08-13

it has been said that next to the biblical writers the most quoted person in american pulpits churches and
educational institutions hands down is c s lewis he has become such a part of the speaking and thinking
rhythm of those of us in the west that without him well who would we quote peter kreeft sums it up quite
nicely lewis is read with enormous affection and loyalty by a wide and diversified audience today in fact
more of his books are sold today than those of any other christian writer in history kreeft lewis and the
two roads to god the washington times in the world i february 1987 354 why lewis is a primer designed
especially to stimulate thinking about lewis and offer at least seven reasons why he has made such an
indelible impact upon so many quotes references anecdotes and footnotes are provided in easily
accessible fashion to assist the budding lewis scholar into elements of deeper study while at the same
time offering the most seasoned aficionado some fresh perspectives as well

Surprised by Joy
2010-12-09
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for many years an atheist c s lewis vividly describes the spiritual quest that convinced him of the truth
and reality of christianity in his famous autobiography

The Complete Works of C. S. Lewis
2024-01-11

this carefully crafted ebook the complete works of c s lewis is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents novels the chronicles of narnia the lion the witch and the
wardrobe prince caspian the voyage of the dawn treader the silver chair the horse and his boy the
magician s nephew the last battle space trilogy out of the silent planet perelandra that hideous strength
the screwtape letters the pilgrim s regress the great divorce till we have faces short stories screwtape
proposes a toast ministering angels religious studies the allegory of love the problem of pain a preface to
paradise lost the abolition of man miracles mere christianity reflections on the psalms the four loves an
experiment in criticism a grief observed letters to malcolm chiefly on prayer poetry spirits in bondage a
cycle of lyrics autobiography surprised by joy the shape of my early life speeches transposition the
weight of glory membership learning in war time the inner ring de descriptione temporum the literary
impact of the authorised version hamlet the prince or the poem kipling s world sir walter scott lilies that
fester psycho analysis and literary criticism the inner ring is theology poetry transposition on obstinacy in
belief the weight of glory clive staples lewis 1898 1963 was a british novelist poet academic medievalist
literary critic essayist lay theologian broadcaster lecturer and christian apologist he is best known for his
fictional work especially the chronicles of narnia the screwtape letters and the space trilogy and for his
non fiction christian apologetics such as mere christianity miracles and the problem of pain

The Christian Mind of C. S. Lewis
2019-12-05

c s lewis embodied the christian mind because he saw the world as a coherent unity his writing
consistently pursued the good the true and the beautiful he used nonfiction to point out the
reasonableness of christianity and used his fiction to create compelling illustrations that make faith in
christ an obvious and attractive conclusion this book explores the christian mind of c s lewis across the
spectrum of the genres he worked in with contributors from diverse disciplines and interests the volume
illuminates the many facets of lewis s work the christian mind of c s lewis assists readers to read lewis
better and also to read other works better the overarching goal is just as lewis would have desired to
help people see christ more clearly in the world and to be more like christ

Patterns of Love and Courtesy
1966

c s lewis books are renowned for their mastery at conveying christianity s philosophical and theological
rationale in plain common language this creative collection of three lewis bestsellers the pilgrim s regress
christian reflections and god in the dock now allows you to experience some of the best ideas and
arguments of this captivating christian writer for the first time in one volume

Collected Works of C S Lewis
2022-12-06

the first of a three volume collection of the letters of c s lewis this volume contains letters from lewis s
boyhood his army days in world war i and his early academic life at oxford from his declared atheism at
age 16 to his budding friendship with tolkein during his days at oxford these letters set the stage for the
lewis s influential life and writings

The Collected Letters of C.S. Lewis, Volume 1
2004-06-29

the life of the young lewis was filled with contemplations quite different from those of the mature author
this early diary gives readers a window on the world of his formative years edited and with an
introduction by walter hooper index photographs
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All My Road Before Me
1991

fragments from all of the author s more than forty books as well as material from uncollected essays

A Mind Awake
1980

during the crisis of world war ii millions tuned in to hear the words of c s lewis these bbc broadcast talks
were collected and published as mere christianity nearly 70 years later the covid 19 pandemic has
created a similar crisis and once again lewis s words offer his audience hope amidst difficult
circumstances the authors of relevant then relevant now seek to connect the past with the present
providing readers with insight into truths that stand the test of time

Relevant Then, Relevant Now
2021-05-15

c s lewis had one of the great minds of the twentieth century many readers know lewis as an author of
fiction and fantasy literature including the chronicles of narnia and the space trilogy others know him for
his books in apologetics including mere christianity and the problem of pain but few know him for his
scholarly work as a professor of medieval and renaissance literature what shaped the mind of this great
thinker jason baxter argues that lewis was deeply formed not only by the words of scripture and his love
of ancient mythology but also by medieval literature for this undeniably modern christian authors like
dante and boethius provided a worldview that was relevant to the challenges of the contemporary world
here readers will encounter an unknown figure to guide them in their own journey c s lewis the
medievalist

The Medieval Mind of C. S. Lewis
2022-03-15

this collection carefully chosen and arranged by walter hooper is the most extensive ever published
included here are the letters lewis wrote to such luminaries as j r r tolkien owen barfield arthur c clarke
sheldon vanauken and dom bede griffiths to some particular friends such as dorothy l sayers lewis wrote
fifty letters alone the letters deal with all of lewis s interests theology literary criticism poetry fantasy
children s stories as well as his relationships with family members and friends the third and final volume
begins with lewis already a household name from his bbc radio broadcasts and popular spiritual books on
the cusp of publishing his most famous and enduring book the lion the witch and the wardrobe which
would ensure his immortality in the literary world it covers his relationship with and marriage to joy
davidman gresham subject of the film shadowlands and includes letters right up to his death on
november 22 1963 the day john f kennedy was assassinated this volume also includes both a special
section of newly found letters from earlier time periods covered in volumes one and two and mini
biographies of lewis s regular correspondents

The Collected Letters of C.S. Lewis, Volume 3
2009-07-14

there are many protestants and catholics who have been deeply affected and spiritually changed by the
writings of c s lewis there are many converts to catholicism some very well known who credit c s lewis for
playing a significant role in their conversion this includes famous converts and writers like peter kreeft
sheldon vanauken thomas howard and joseph pearce but the ironic and perplexing fact is that lewis
himself while catholic in many aspects of his faith and devotion never became a roman catholic many
have wondered why joseph pearce highly regarded literary biographer and great admirer of lewis is the
ideal writer to try to answer that question the relationship of lewis to the roman catholic church is an
important and intriguing topic of interest to both catholics and protestants pearce delves into all the
issues questions and factors regarding this puzzling question he gives a broad and detailed analysis of
the historical biographical theological and literary pieces of this puzzle his findings set forth the objective
shape of lewis s theological and spiritual works in their relation to the catholic church this well written
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book brings new insights into a great christian writer and it should spark lively discussion among lewis
readers and bring about a better understanding of the spiritual beliefs of c s lewis book jacket

C.S. Lewis and the Catholic Church
2003

on spine the best of c s lewis the screwtape letters the great divorce miracles the case for christianity
christian behaviour

C.S. Lewis
1969

a new edition of a brilliant critical life written by one of lewis s personal friends

Jack
2005
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